Additional Comments Regarding The Prairie Doc Media:
"My husband and I are both heart patients so we really appreciated this episode. Dr. Hibbard explains
things so well and he is a down to earth kind of person. Always enjoy you, Dr Holm. -J.K.
"This is not a question - just a comment on the benefits of music therapy - a “previously recorded”
session I am watching. Music has always been a big part of my life. I played piano at a care center in a
small town in South Dakota. At that time, there was a resident who had severe Parkinson Disease, and it
was difficult to understand his words in a normal conversation. However, when he sat down at the piano
with me, he sang the old gospel songs clearly and EVERY word could be understood!! Thanks so much
for your helpful and inspiring TV programs." -S.S.
"No church today, so I grabbed my morning coffee to see if there was anything inspiring on TV. And low
and behold, there was. Rivaling Oprah's Super Soul Sunday, was watching Dr. Rick Holm vibrantly
interviewing another notorious doctor on hormone imbalance. My heart soared to see you looking and
sounding fabulous. Funny note, I did have a question and fervently tried to get through to your
switchboard. Then I realized the live broadcast was last Thursday. :-) Our region is blessed to have you,
and I wish to see your continued, meaningful work go on and on and on..." -R.K.
"Relevant topics being dissected by the very best in medical care. Kudos to Avera and other sponsors
who bring us this insightful program. Dr. Holm, you rock!" -R.K.
"My husband and I enjoy watching your show regularly and learn something every week from you and
your guests. I also want to thank you for your inspirational attitude and energy battling your health
issues, as well as for your warmth and caring that comes through our TV screen loud and clear! Yours is
a very needed and beneficial service!" -I.H.
Thank you Doctor Holm for providing such an informational and interesting show. I watch the Prairie
Doc every week and continue to learn from very episode. Thank you for your autographed book The
Picture of Health: A View from the Prairie. The book is beautifully presented and naturally, informative! I
will treasure it always!! Thank you!!!! -L.B., On Call quiz question winner
"Dr. Holm, thank you so much for being open about your cancer. I am confident that your positive
outlook contributed to your outcome."
-L.B.
"Excellent, informative show! Thanks!" - D.W.
"A very important, evolving, source of vital information. Thanks!

